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94-98 Stainless Steel Radiator Cover Installation 

 

 

 

1). To start the disassembly remove the 6 push tabs holding the 

factory plastic cover in place. **NOTE** Depending on the type 

of grill you have it will require removal of the tabs holding the 

front of the grill in place. 2). Then remove the two nuts holding 

the radiator reservoir in place and move it out of the way.    

3). Next take the radiator support bracket(s) and install the 

rubber grommet onto the short side of the bracket.  

 

 

4). Remove the bolt from the center of the core support. 5). 

Remove the four bolts holding the two airbag sensors to the 

core support. 6). On 94-96’s replace the factory radiator support 

bracket on the passenger side with the new bracket. On 97-98’s 

replace both factory radiator support brackets with the ones 

provided. 

7). Next put the box cover in place as shown above and lower 

the cover into place. 8). Screw in the three M6 screws with 

washers. The one on the far left also goes through the 

radiator support bracket. 9). Re-install the two nuts holding 

the radiator reservoir in place.  
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10). Screw in the four bolt through the cover, which hold the 

airbag sensors in place. This can be done by either removing the 

grill or with a friend holding the sensors in place from under the 

car. 11). Thread in the three bolts and nuts along the front of the 

radiator as shown above.  

12). Press the provided hood clip down into place. Take note 

of the angle the clip is in the picture above it goes in easier if 

one side is started first then pressed in.  

  

13). Then finally the last step is to re-install your grill cover that 

was removed in step 10. 
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